
Require that the land be loosened to a depth slightly deeper than that at which the Rockpicker will be run. The land may be loosened 

with chisel plows, disc harrows, or other similar tools.

When it comes to picking rocks from fields…  nobody does it better than NORTEC

Rock picking made easy.  Collecting and 

removing rocks and debris is only part of the 

story.  Recycling those unwanted rocks for 

useful needs such as landfill, water control (riff-

raff rock shoring), road-building, landscaping - 

just to name a few.  Harvesting rocks can and 

will turn the rockpicking operation into a income 

instead of an expense.   There is a large need 

for custom rockpicking.  

NORTEC reserves the right to change design or specifications without notice.  Information contained herein is general in nature and is not intended for 

specific application purposes.  Photographs contained herein may be displayed with safety and/or guards removed to show mechanical functions.                      
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Nortec Rockpickers are built to work hard, last long and retain their value.  Even after years of use, Nortec Rockpickers can be worth 

nearly as much and sometimes more than their original purchase price. 

"Open"

Clam Shell Rock Unloader

"Closed"

 Rockpicking Operating Mode

"Abjustable Boom" "Fixed Position Boom"
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Choose either a 

Boom "Conveyor" 

style or Hopper 

"Box" (3-Yard) style 

machine.

Attachment Modular Design: Attachment are easy on easy off design.  This 

offers the customer several benefits. 1) Making servicing easy and quick, if 

there a need to repair the rockpicker and removing the attachment out of the 

way makes a job easier and faster this modular design allows for easy 

servicing.  2) Allows the customer to switch attachment such as going from box 

to conveyor boom.  

Choose from either hook or belted chain. Chain has 

been used as a standard for conveying produce, rocks, 

trash, and many other products. Its primary use is in 

severe applications where strength, toughness, 

stiffness, and durability are required.

Construction is individually heat treated steel links 

hooked together to form a continuous conveyor. 

Quality components result in low maintenance requirements. 

This means more run time, lowering your cost per acre of 

operation.

           Your Authorized NORTEC Dealer 

Hook Belted

Unworkable rock filled field 

will soon be made ready 

for planting with a Nortec 

Rockpicker.  Picks both 

surface and subsurface 

rocks, leaving fields clear 

of rocks for years to come.  

After one pass a Nortec 

Rockpicker turns un-

usable land into 

productive, rock free land.


